
LIST OF GOOD TOPICS TO WRITE ABOUT

Mar 20, Try writing down these subjects on a sheet of paper. If you need more ideas, take a look at this list of best
research paper topics from Paperell.

Transportation: Write about taking your favorite or least-favorite form of transportation. How helpful is "fact
checking" of speeches? Bizarre Psychology Experiments 2. Rocks and Gems: Write about a rock or gemstone
meaning. Clutter: Is there a cluttered spot in your home? Gadgets: If you could invent a gadget, what would it
do? Copycat: Borrow a line from a famous public domain poem to craft your own. Write about a time when
you encountered a bullyâ€”and what you did to address the situation. Source Is satire and comedy news a good
way to stay informed? Evolution of Memes 6. What makes you special? Records: Go through your file box
and pull out old receipts or recordsâ€¦write something inspired by what you find! Love This List? While these
answers may become a blur over time, what you do know is that you want to remember them. Remote
Control: Imagine you can fast forward and rewind your life with a remote control. Where are the best cheap
eating spots in town? The Ex: Write a poem to someone who is estranged from you. Is drinking bottled water
a good idea? Social awkwardness you recently experienced. Here are Creative Writing Prompts to Inspire: 1.
And you really should think of it as an opportunityâ€”a chance to write about something you care about and
know well. The Rocket-ship: Write about a rocket-ship on its way to the moon or a distant galaxy far, far,
away. How Does Your Garden Grow? Write about a time when you took a chance and what the result was.
Now write a poem that sums up the entire story in 10 lines. Why did the media not get the American
Presidential election or Brexit correct? The Difference Between a Geek and a Nerd 6. How important is it to
"eat the rainbow? Liar, Liar: Make up a poem or story of complete lies about yourself or someone else. How is
the Internet affecting our intelligence? Mind and Mental Health Can brain damage from drugs be reversed?
Write down the sounds you hear. Whether you write short stories, poems, or like to keep a journal â€” these
will stretch your imagination and give you some ideas for topics to write about! Only then your argumentative
paper will be graded respectively high. Or maybe you could write a poem about that time you met a friend at a
cafe. Drinks on Me: Write a poem or short story that takes place at a bar. A debatable essay must focus on the
critical issue which leads to the global conflicts. Foreclosure: Write a poem or short story about someone who
has lost or is about to lose their home. Discovery that changed your life and perception of people around you.
Of course, many writers enjoy using a good writing topic when they begin a new project. Why do you think
the other person insulted you?


